NEW YEAR, NEW FORMAT..NEWSBLAST

Have you stopped reading emails because there are just.too.many? Struggling to keep track of events and deadlines? Look for the SAPL Student Newsblast, sent out once or twice a month with all the information you need in one handy place. If you have feedback, questions or content suggestions, let us know.

The SAPL Marketing & Communications Team

UPCOMING EVENTS & COMPETITIONS
MARKUS SCOTT-ALEXANDER WORKSHOP  
JANUARY 23 AT 9:30AM MT  
Join us for a workshop on tracking decompression, tracking our infilling and our emptying, actively participating with pressure and laughing at life’s hiccups. Basically a survival course for 2020-2021! 
Register for Markus’ workshop→

PAN CANADA DANIELS FACULTY LECTURE  
JANUARY 26 AT 5:00PM MT  
UToronto's Daniels Faculty of Architecture is hosting the next Pan Canada Lecture: A Conversation with BAIDA. Six member of BAIDA (Black Architects & Interior Designers Association) will engage in a panel discussion moderated by students. 
Register for event→

BUILDING A BETTER CITY WEBINAR JANUARY 28 AT 3:30PM MT  
Safe, inclusive and vibrant cities don’t just happen — it takes research, planning and action to find the right solutions for local challenges. Join Mayor Naheed Nenshi (BComm ’93) and Dr. John Brown, UCalgary's dean of the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, to discuss Calgary's evolution and discover how the city and UCalgary are partnering to build a better Calgary for us all. 
Register for webinar →

META + THESIS SUBMISSION DEADLINE  
JANUARY 29  
The Fifth Annual SAPL Student Research Conference will take place on March 23-24, 2021. This year's conference seeks to highlight the work undertaken at SAPL that pushes boundaries, creativity, and transcends established norms, targeting entrepreneurial thinking, innovations and new approaches to design, innovation and theory. The deadline for submitting abstracts is
Visit Conference Website→

EMERGING SCHOLAR AWARDS DUE JANUARY 29

The 11th International Conference on the Constructed Environment is offering a small number of Emerging Scholar Awards for outstanding graduate students and emerging scholars who have an active research interest in the conference themes. Applications are due by January 29, 2021 and are open to those pursuing research degrees, post- and graduate students, as well as early career faculty.
Submit application→

MAP THE SYSTEM 2021 DEADLINE FEBRUARY 7

Are you passionate about making change in the world? Map the System 2021 is a one-of-a-kind challenge that invites students to use a systems-thinking approach to demonstrate a deep understanding of a pressing social or environmental challenge. Why participate?

- Bring awareness to a social or environmental problem you are passionate about
- Compete for $5,000 in cash prizes and an opportunity to present at the national finals
- Connect with socially-conscious students, researchers and practitioners from across Canada

Learn more→

CBDX WINNER ANNOUNCEMENT FEBRUARY 10 AT 1:00PM MT

Join us for the announcement of the winners of the CBDX: CITIES FOR ALL International Design Ideas Competition.

The competition elicited a robust response, with 145 submissions from 108 cities representing 26 different countries. These design proposals offer unique perspectives on how to make cities more equitable. A prestigious panel of international jurors
will award $6000 CAD in prizes to the entrants that best addressed the competition brief.

Register for event→

2021 CAAJ COMPETITION: BREAKING THE CYCLE

The 2021 competition Breaking the Cycle: Designing for a Community Justice Centre is open for submissions to students from around the world. This year's theme challenges students to rethink the way that justice serves the community and develop ideas for a new building typology. The submission deadline is Tuesday June 15, 2021.

Submissions will be judged by a jury of justice experts, architects and industry professionals, and the top three submissions will be awarded a monetary prize sponsored by the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Foundation.

Learn more about the competition→

APT PETC STUDENT DESIGN-BUILD COMPETITION

The Association for Preservation Technology (APT) Preservation Engineering Technical Committee (PETC) Student Design-Build Competition in 2021 will focus on masonry design and conservation by highlighting the intricacies of masonry arch construction and preservation. The competition challenges students from a range of backgrounds in a friendly competition atmosphere with an educational and team-building experience. Interested students are encouraged to sign up for our distribution list to be the first to know the full competition requirements.

Visit competition website→
About the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape

The School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape (SAPL) offers undergraduate and professional graduate studies in architecture, planning and landscape architecture, as well as research degrees and post-professional programs. SAPL delivers a distinctly different design school experience that combines a rich, interdisciplinary design-based philosophy with an entrepreneurial mindset and a deep commitment to working with industry stakeholders, community leaders, at local, national, and international levels to address some of society’s biggest challenges in new, creative ways. SAPL recently opened a pilot satellite research hub in downtown Calgary called the City Building Design Lab. Connect with us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

sapl.ucalgary.ca